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GOOD TO GO WALKING TOURS
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including works of F. N. Souza (beyondbombay
.in; US$46 per person).
Bombay Heritage Walks
With its mix of styles ranging from Victorian
and Gothic to Indo-Saracenic and the highest
number of Art Deco buildings after Miami,
Mumbai is a goldmine for architecture buffs.
And those visiting the city should look to Bombay Heritage Walks, a group founded by local
architects Abha Bahl and Brinda GaitondeNayak that offers design-focused tours of the
numerous landmarks concentrated in South
Mumbai’s Fort district. Led by experts in architecture and art history, the Horniman Circle
Walk takes in a host of sights including the
Asiatic Library, the Mumbai Samachar Marg
(Asia’s oldest stock exchange), and St. Thomas
Cathedral—all in just two hours. Bombay Heritage Walks has been the tour group of choice
for numerous foreign dignitaries and Chelsea
Clinton, though it’s also popular among Mumbai residents thanks to an increasing interest in
heritage conservation among locals (bombay
heritagewalks.com; US$40 per person).
Food Tours of Mumbai
Some say the best way to discover a city is
through its food, but in India, it’s easy to be
fearful of being put out by a bad case of “Delhi Belly” (or in this case, “Mumbai Malaise”).
Thankfully, Mihir Govilkar comes to the rescue
with Food Tours of Mumbai. His three-hour
walking tours take you to the best street carts
and local restaurants in the Fort area, experiencing not only Mumbai flavors and delicacies
but also popular dishes from other Indian regions. You’ll sample berry pulao, a pilaf traditional to Mumbai’s Iranian-Parsi community,
as well as Mughlai tandoori chicken, Kerala fish
curry, and more. Eating where Mumbaikars do
is the best way to feel like one for an evening
(foodtoursofmumbai.com; US$55 per person).
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Bombay Heritage Walks
take guests past such
historical landmarks as
Flora Fountain, which
has stood in the Fort
district since 1864;
naan bread features
among the street fare
sampled with Food
Tours of Mumbai.
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Polish up your bargaining skills and prepare
for some voluble haggling before embarking
on ex-banker and city expert Deepa Krishnan’s
walk through Chor Bazaar. As one of the largest flea markets in the country, the Thieves
Market (as its name translates) is a warren of
lanes lined with shops selling teak furniture,
cuckoo clocks, brass and bronze utensils, painted lamps, old film posters, and more. Prepare
to be tempted, but be sure to seek your guide’s
advice on what’s an antique worth bargaining
for and what’s just old kitsch. After your deals
are done, this tour also takes you to meet some

Koli fishermen, whose ancestors were the city’s
original inhabitants (mumbaimagic.com; from
US$46 per person).
Beyond Bombay
In South Mumbai, the Kala Ghoda art precinct
is home to some of the best galleries and museums in town—and in India, for that matter.
In February, the streets fill with street art and
installations for the annual Kala Ghoda Arts
Festival, but at all other times of the year, the
best way to explore the area is with Beyond
Bombay’s Art Musings tour, which lets you
customize your itinerary and have a chance to
meet some of the area’s artists and gallerists.
There are plenty of options to fill your route,
but don’t miss the nearly 65-year-old Jehangir
Art Gallery, the David Sassoon Library, and the
National Gallery of Modern Art, which houses
one of India’s top 20th-century art collections,
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From food to flea markets, these five themed walks
are anything but pedestrian.

Raconteur Walks Mumbai
While many head to the hip Bandra neighborhood in the western outskirts of Mumbai for
its designer boutiques and nighttime watering
holes, Raconteur’s Bandra, the Queen of the
Suburbs Walk shows a different side to the area.
The group strives to take visitors to the places
they won’t find in guidebooks, which here
translates to a three-hour route through the
400-year-old Koli fishing hamlet of Chimbai,
the Portuguese-style homes in Ranwar village,
the legendary Mehboob film studios on Hill
Road, and the Castella de Aguada—also known
as Bandra Fort—overlooking the Arabian Sea
(mumbaiwalkingtours.com; US$23 per person).
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